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Abstract. We extend the speci cation language of temporal logic, the corresponding veri cation framework, and
the underlying computational model to deal with real-time
properties of concurrent and reactive systems. A global,
discrete, and asynchronous clock is incorporated into the
model by de ning the abstract notion of a real-time transition system as a conservative extension of traditional transition systems: qualitative fairness requirements are replaced
(and superseded) by quantitative lower-bound and upperbound real-time requirements for transitions.
We show how to model real-time systems that communicate either through shared variables or by message passing,
and how to represent the important real-time constructs
of priorities (interrupts), scheduling, and timeouts in this
framework.
Two styles for the speci cation of real-time properties
are presented. The rst style uses bounded versions of
the temporal operators; the real-time requirements expressed in this style are classi ed into bounded-invariance
and bounded-response properties. The second speci cation
style allows explicit references to the current time through
a special clock variable.
 This research was supported in part by an IBM graduate
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the United States Air Force Oce of Scienti c Research under
contract AFOSR-90-0057, and by the European Community ESPRIT Basic Research Action project 3096 (SPEC).

Corresponding to the two styles of speci cation, we
present and compare two very di erent proof methodologies for the veri cation of real-time properties that are expressed in these styles. For the bounded-operator style, we
provide a complete set of proof rules to establish lower and
upper real-time bounds for response properties of real-time
transition systems. For the explicit-clock style, we exploit
the observation that when given access to the clock, every
real-time property can be reformulated as a safety property, and use the standard temporal rules for establishing
safety properties.

1 Introduction
It is self-evident that the most sensitive and critical
among reactive systems, and therefore the ones for
which formal approaches are needed most direly, are
real-time systems. The qualitative requirement of responsiveness, that every environment stimulus p must
be followed by a system response q, is no longer adequate for real-time systems; it has to be replaced by the
stronger quantitative requirement of timed responsiveness, which imposes a bound on the time interval that
is allowed between the stimulus p and the response q.
Over the past few years, there have been several suggestions for extending the expressive power of temporal
logic, which has been used successfully to specify qual-

itative properties of reactive systems, to handle timing
constraints. These attempts can be roughly classi ed
into two approaches.
The rst approach, to which we refer as the boundedoperator approach, introduces for each temporal operator, such as 3, one or more time-bounded versions. For
example, while the formula 3q states that the event q
will happen \eventually" but puts no time bound on
when it will happen, the formula 33 q predicts an
occurrence of q within 3 time units from now. This
approach to the speci cation of timing properties has
been advocated rst in [KVdR83] and [Ko89], where
the language is called MTL; it is analyzed for its complexity and expressiveness in [EMSS89] and [AH90].
An alternative approach to the speci cation of timing constraints of reactive systems introduces no new
temporal operators but interprets one of the nonrigid
state variables (we use the variable t) as the current
time at each state. We refer to this approach as the
explicit-clock approach, because the only new element
is the ability to refer explicitly to the clock. Scattered examples of this method to express timing properties are presented in [PdR82], [Ro84], and in [Ha88],
[PH88], where it is referred to as GCTL. A more systematic exposition of this logic and its applications can
be found in [Os90], where it is called RTTL.
To compare the two approaches, consider the requirement of a timed response of q to p within at most
3 time units. In the bounded-operator approach, this
requirement is speci ed by the formula
p ) 33 q;
while in the explicit-clock approach it is expressed by
the formula
(p ^ t = T) ) 3(q ^ t  T + 3);
where the rigid variable T is used to record the time
at the p-state.
The main contribution of this paper is the elaboration of two proof systems that correspond, respectively,
to the two styles for the speci cation of timing requirements. We hope to convince the reader that proving
timing properties of reactive systems is an activity that
does not require signi cantly more complex tools than
the veri cation of qualitative (untimed) properties.
It is a well-known observation that with the introduction of an explicit clock, all properties become
safety properties. For example, the timed response
property that, in either style, is expressed above by a
liveness -like formula (employing the operator 3) can
alternatively be speci ed by a formula that uses the
clock variable t and the safety operator U (unless ):
(p ^ t = T) ) (t  T + 3) U q:

This formula states that if p happens at time T, then
from this point on, the time will not exceed T +3 either
forever (which is ruled out by an axiom that requires
the time to progress eventually) or until q happens. It
follows that q must occur within 3 time units from p.
Consequently, no new proof rules are necessary for
the explicit-clock style of timed speci cation; all properties can, in principle, be veri ed using a standard,
uniform set of timeless rules.
On the other hand, when pursuing the boundedoperator style of speci cation, one discerns a clear
dichotomy between upper-bound properties such as
the bounded-response formula p ) 33 q considered
above, and lower-bound properties, such as the
bounded-invariance formula
p ) 2<3 :q;
which states that q cannot happen sooner than 3 time
units after any occurrence of p. Upper-bound properties assert that something good will happen within
a speci ed amount of time, while lower-bound properties assert that nothing bad will happen for a certain
amount of time.
Clearly, the class of upper-bound properties bear a
close resemblance to liveness properties, while the class
of lower-bound properties closely resemble safety properties. Consequently, the proof system we present cultivates this similarity by including separate proof principles for the classes of lower- and upper-bound properties. These proof principles can easily be seen to be
natural extensions of the proof rules for the untimed
safety and liveness classes, respectively. The proof system, which consists of a small number of basic rules
for either class, is shown to be (relative) complete.
In our model, we assume a global, discrete, and asynchronous clock, whose actions (clock ticks) are interleaved with other system actions ([HMP90]). In some
other work aimed at the formal analysis of real-time
systems, it has been claimed that while this interleaving model of computation may be adequate for the
qualitative analysis of reactive systems, it is inappropriate for the real-time analysis of programs, and a
more realistic model, such as maximal parallelism or
even continuous time, is needed. One of the points
that we demonstrate in this paper is a refutation of
this claim. We show that by a careful incorporation
of time into the interleaving model, we can still model
adequately most of the phenomena that occur in the
timed execution of programs, and yet retain the important economic advantage of interleaving models,
namely, that any point only one transition can occur
and has to be analyzed.
However, when time is of the essence, we can no
longer ignore the di erence between multiprocessing,

where each parallel task is executed on a separate machine, and multiprogramming, where several tasks reside on the same machine. This is because questions
of interrupts, scheduling of tasks, and priorities may
strongly in uence the ability of the system to meet its
timing constraints. Consequently, any suggestion for
a formal analysis of real-time systems should demonstrate its ability to conveniently and naturally represent these constructs and reason about them. We
demonstrate this ability for our approach and include,
in the full paper, the veri cation of a real-time property that depends on a particular scheduling policy.
In Section 2, we de ne the abstract computational
model of a real-time transition system and illustrate
how a wide variety of concrete real-time systems and
real-time phenomena can be mapped into this model.
Section 3 introduces the bounded-operator speci cation language, and Section 4 presents a proof system
for this language. In Section 5, we discuss the alternative, explicit-clock, approach. Section 6 concludes by
giving completeness results for both methods.

2 Computational Model

We de ne the semantics of real-time systems as sets
of timed behaviors. This is done in two steps. First,
we introduce the abstract notion of a real-time transition system and identify the possible timed behaviors
(computations) of any such system. Then, we consider
the concrete models of shared-variables, multiprogramming, and message-passing real-time systems and show
how to interpret the concrete constructs within the abstract model.

2.1 Abstract model: Real-time transition system

The basic computational model we use is that of a transition system ([MP89]), which we generalize by adding
real-time constraints. We classify the real-time constraints into two categories: lower- and upper-bound
requirements. They assure that transitions are taken
neither too early nor too late, respectively.
A real-time transition system S = V; ; ; T ; l; u
consists of the following components:
 a nite set V of variables, including the boolean
variable rst .
 a set  of states. Every state  2  is an interpretation of V ; that is, it assigns to every variable
x 2 V a value (x) in its domain.
 a set    of initial states. We require that
( rst ) = true for all initial states  2 .

 a nite set T of transitions, including the idle transition I . Every transition  2 T is a binary acces-

sibility relation on ; that is, it de nes for every
state  2  a (possibly empty) set of -successors
()  . We require that 0 ( rst ) = false for all
-successors 0 2 () of every state .
The transition  is enabled on  i () 6= ;; a set
T of transitions is enabled on  i some transition
in T is enabled on . The idle (stutter) transition
I = f(; [

rst:=false ] ) :  2 g

is enabled on every state.1

 a minimal delay l 2 N for every transition  2 T .
In particular, lI = 0.

 a maximal delay u 2 N1 for every transition
 2 T .2 We require that u  l for all  2 T ,
and uI = 1.
A timed state sequence  = (; T) consists of an in nite sequence  of states i 2 , i  0, and an in nite
sequence T of corresponding times Ti 2 N, i  0, that
satisfy the following conditions:
 [Initiality ] T0 = 0; that is, the time of the initial
state is 0.

 [Bounded monotonicity ] For all i  0,
either Ti+1 = Ti ,
or Ti+1 = Ti + 1 and i+1 = i;
that is, the time never decreases. It may increase,
by at most 1, only between two consecutive states
that are identical. The case that the time stays the
same between two identical states is referred to as
a stuttering step; the case that the time increases
is called a clock tick.

 [Progress ] For all i  0 there is some j > i such

that Ti < Tj ; that is, the time never stagnates.
Thus there are in nitely many clock ticks.
The timed state sequence  = (; T) is a computation (run) of the real-time transition system S =
V; ; ; T ; l; u i it satis es the following requirements:
 [Initiality ] 0 2 .
1 By 
0
[x:=d] we denote the state  that di ers from  at most
in the interpretation of the variable x, to which 0 assigns the
value d. 1
2 Let N = N [f1g. For notational convenience, we assume
that 1  n for all n 2 N1 .

 [Consecution ] For all i  0 there is a transition
 2 T such that i+1 2 (i ). We say that  is
taken at position i; a set T of transitions is taken
at position i i some transition in T is taken at i.
At both stuttering steps and clock ticks, the idle
transition I is taken.

 [Lower bound ] For every transition  2 T and all
positions i  0 and j  i such that Tj < Ti + l ,
if  is taken at position j,
then  is enabled on i .
In other words, once enabled,  is delayed for at
least l clock ticks; it can be taken only after being
continuously enabled for l time units.

 [Upper bound ] For every transition  2 T and position i  0, there is some position j  i with
Tj  Ti + u such that
either  is not enabled on j ,
or  is taken at j.
In other words, once enabled,  is delayed for at
most u clock ticks; it cannot be continuously enabled for more than u time units without being
taken.
Note that we consider all computations of the system
S to be in nite; nite (terminating as well as deadlocking) computations can be represented by in nite
extensions that add only idle transitions I . Also observe that while any minimal delay 0 can be discarded
without changing the computations of S, every maximal delay 1 adds to S a weak-fairness assumption (in
the sense of [MP89]).

2.2 Concrete model: Shared variables

The rst kind of concrete real-time systems we consider
consist of a xed number of sequential programs that
are executed in parallel, on separate processors, and
communicate through a shared memory.
A shared-variables
multiprocessing
system P has the


form fg P1k : : : kPm : Each process Pi , 1  i  m, is
a sequential nondeterministic real-time program over
the nite set Ui of private (local) data variables, and
the nite set Us of shared data variables. The formula
, called the data precondition of P, Srestricts the initial
values of the variables in U = Us [ 1im Ui .
The real-time programs Pi can be alternatively presented in a textual programming language, or as transition diagrams. We shall use the latter, graphical,
representation.

A transition diagram for the process Pi is a nite directed graph whose vertices Li = f`i0 ; : : :`ini g are called
locations; `i0 is considered to be the entry location:

q -

`i0

The intended meaning of the entry location is that the
control of the process Pi starts at the location `i0 at
time 0.
Each edge in the graph is labeled by a guarded instruction, a minimal delay l 2 N and a maximal delay
u 2 N1 such that u  l:
`ij c ! x := e - `ik
[l; u]







where c is a boolean expression, x a variable, and e an
expression (the guard true and the delay interval [0; 1]
are usually suppressed; the instruction c ! x := x is
often abbreviated to c?). We require that every cycle
in the graph consists of no fewer than two edges, at
least one of which is labeled by a positive (nonzero)
maximal delay.
The intended operational meaning of the given edge
is as follows. The minimal delay l guarantees that
whenever the control of the process Pi has resided at
the location `ij for at least l time units during which
the guard c has been continuously true, then Pi may
proceed to the location `ik . The maximal delay u ensures that whenever the control of the process Pi has
resided at `ij for u time units during which the guard
c has been continuously true, then Pi must proceed to
`ik . In doing so, the control of Pi moves to the location `ik \instantaneously," and the current value of e is
assigned to x.
In general, a process may have to proceed via several
edges all of whose guards have been continuously true
for their corresponding maximal delays. In this case,
any such edge is chosen nondeterministically.
To demonstrate the scope of this model, we show
how the typical real-time application of a timeout situation can be represented. Consider the process P with
the following transition diagram:
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x = 0?
[0; 1]
`0
[10; 10]
true ?

`1

`2

When at the location `0 , the process P attempts to
proceed to the location `1 for 10 time units, by checking
the value of x at least once every time unit. If the value

of x is di erent from 0 at least once every time unit,
then P may not succeed and has to proceed to the
alternative location `2 at time 10.
This operational view of the concrete model can
be captured by a simple translation. With the given
shared-variables multiprocessing system P, we associate the following real-time transition system SP =
V; ; ; T ; l; u :

2.3 Concrete model: Priorities and
scheduling

 For every edge E labeled by the maximal delay u,

Next, we model real-time systems that consist of a
xed number of sequential programs that are executed
on a single processor.
Let us motivate the need for real-time requirements
in multiprogramming environments by describing a
typical application. Suppose that the process P1 responds to an external event e1 and the process P2 responds to the event e2 , and that the response to e1 is
more urgent.
In the simplest case, every process is assigned a static
priority; that is, we assign a higher priority to P1 than
to P2. Then, whenever P2 is executed and e1 happens,
P2 is interrupted and P1 responds to e1 , after which
P2 resumes. Given the frequencies with which e1 and
e2 occur as well as upper bounds on the times that the
processes take to respond if they are not interrupted,
a typical real-time analysis of the system infers upper
bounds on the response times.
In a more general setting, priorities are assigned to
regions of processes. This is to disallow certain critical
regions to be interrupted by other processes.
Priorities can be incoropated into the sharedvariables model by restricting the enableness of transitions: a transition is only enabled if no transition
with a higher priority is enabled. A formal treatment
is given in the full paper.
If a more exible scheduling policy than static priorities is required, we may add an additional process,
the scheduler, which has the highest priority and determines which process is executed at any given time.
We model scheduling transitions such as interrupt and
resume by a shared variable, whose value determines
the process whose transitions are currently enabled.
Details are again deferred to the full paper.

This translation de nes the set of possible computations of the concrete system P as a set of timed state
sequences.
We remark that the translation is conservative over
the untimed case. Suppose that the system P contains
no delay labels (recall that, in this case, all minimal
delays are 0 and all maximal delays are 1). Then the
state components of the computations of SP are precisely the legal execution sequences of P, as de ned in
the interleaving model of concurrency, that are weakly
fair with respect to every transition ([MP89]). Weak
fairness (progress) for every individual transition and,
thus, for every process is guaranteed by the maximal
delays 1: no transition can be continuously enabled
without being taken.

In the full paper, we show how synchronous (CSPstyle) message passing can be modeled by real-time
transition systems. For this purpose, we need to extend the abstract model by fair-selection requirements,
which ensure that a communication transition is taken
within a nite number of opportunities.
A fair-selection requirement (T1 ; T2 ; n) consists of
two sets T1  T2  T of transitions and a counter
n 2 N1 . A timed state sequence  = (; T) satis es
the requirement (T1 ; T2 ; n) i
if T2 is taken at n positions i1 < : : : < in
and T1 is enabled on all j , i1  j  in, at
which T2 is taken,
then T1 is taken at some i1  j  in .

 V = U [ f1; : : :m ; rst g. Each control variable
i , 1  i  m, ranges over the locations Li of the
corresponding process Pi.

  contains all interpretations of V .


  =  2  :  j= , (i ) = `i0 for all 1  i  m,
and ( rst ) = true .

 T contains, in addition to I , a transition E

for every edge E in the transition diagrams for
P1; : : :Pm . If E connects the source location `ij
to the target location `ik and is labeled by the instruction c ! x := e, then 0 2 E () i

 (i ) = `ij and 0(i ) = `ik ,
  j= c, 0 (x) = (e), 0 ( rst ) = false ,
and

 0 (y) = (y) for all y 2 V ?
fi; x; rst g.
If E is uniquely determined by its source and target locations, we often write ji!k .

 For every edge E labeled by the minimal delay l,
let lE = l.

let uE = u.

2.4 Concrete model: Message passing

Fair-selection requirements are nitary versions of

strong-fairness assumptions (in the sense of [MP89]):

the requirement (T1 ; T2 ; 1) states that T1 cannot be
enabled in nitely often without being taken (given an
appropriate choice of T2).

3 Speci cation Language
Having settled on our computational model, we need a
suciently expressive language that is interpreted over
timed state sequences in order to specify real-time systems. We distinguish between state formulas, which
assert properties of individual states of a computation,
and temporal formulas, which assert properties of entire computations.

3.1 State formulas
Given
a
real-time
transition
system S = V; ; ; T ; l; u , we assume a rst-order
language with equality that contains interpreted function and predicate symbols to express operations and
relations on the domains of the variables in V . Formulas of this language are interpreted over the states in
, and called state formulas. If the state formula p is
true in state , we say that  is a p-state.
We use the following abbreviations for state formulas:

 The starting condition start holds precisely in the
initial states .

 For any transition  2 T and state formulas p
and q, the veri cation condition fpg fqg asserts
that if p is true of a state  2 , then q is true
of all -successors of . For any set T  T of
transitions, we write fpgT fqg for the conjunction
V
 2T fpg fqg of all individual veri cation conditions.

 For any transition  2 T , the enabling condition

enabled () asserts that  is enabled. In particular,
enabled (I ) is equivalent to true.

For the case that the real-time transition system S
is associated with a shared-variables multiprocessing
system P, it is easy to see that the starting condition,
veri cation conditions, and enabling conditions can indeed be expressed by state formulas. Suppose that P
consists of m processes Pi, 1  i  m. Let at `ij stand
for i = `ij ; that is, the control of the process Pi is at
the location `ij .

If  is the data precondition of P, then the starting
condition start is equivalent to
^

? ^

1im


at `i0 ^ rst :

Let  2 T be a transition of S, and E the corresponding edge in the transition diagram for P; assume
that E connects the location `ij to the location `ik and
is labeled by the instruction c ! x := e. Then, the
enabling condition enabled () is equivalent to
at `ij ^ c;

and the veri cation condition fpg fqg is equivalent to


p ^ enabledV() ^ (at `ik )0 ^ : rst 0 ^
(x0 = e) ^ y2V ?fi ;x; rstg (y0 = y)



! q0;

where q0 is obtained from q by replacing every variable
with its primed version (for example, (at `ik )0 stands
for i0 = `ik ).

3.2 Temporal formulas

Temporal formulas are constructed from state formulas
by boolean connectives and bounded temporal operators; they are interpreted over timed state sequences.
In this paper, we are mostly interested in proving two
important classes of real-time properties | boundedresponse and bounded-invariance properties. Thus we
restrict ourselves to three kinds of temporal formulas.

 A bounded-response property asserts that some-

thing will happen within a certain amount of time.
A typical application of bounded response is to
state an upper bound u on the termination of a
system S: if started at time 0, then S is guaranteed to reach a nal state no later than at time
u.
Formally, we express bounded-response properties
by temporal formulas of the form
p ) 3u q;
for state formulas p and q and u 2 N. The formula
p ) 3u q is true over the timed state sequence
 = (; T) i , for all i  0,
if i is a p-state,
then there is some q-state j , j  i, such
that Tj  Ti + u;
that is, every p-state is followed by a q-state within
time u.

 A bounded-invariance property asserts that some-

thing will hold continuously for a certain amount
of time; it is often used to specify that something will not happen for a certain amount of time.
A typical application of bounded invariance is to
state a lower bound l on the termination of a system S: if started at time 0, then S will not reach
a nal state before time l.
Formally, we express bounded-invariance properties by temporal formulas of the form
p ) 2<l q;
for state formulas p and q and l 2 N. The formula
p ) 2<l q is true over the timed state sequence
 = (; T) i , for all i  0 and j  i,
if i is a p-state and Tj < Ti + l,
then j is a q-state;
that is, no p-state is followed by a :q-state within
time less than l.
 To prove bounded-invariance properties, we sometimes need to be able to express a stronger assertion than bounded invariance, that a p-state can
be followed by a :q-state only if two conditions are
met: the time di erence is at least l, and there
is an intermediate r-state. This bounded-unless
property is expressed by the temporal formula
p ) q Ul r;
for state formulas p, q, and r, and l 2 N; it is true
over the timed state sequence  = (; T) i , for all
i  0,
if i is a p-state,
then either all subsequent j , j  i, are
q-states,
or there is some r-state j , j  i, such
that Tj  Ti +l and all intermediate
k , i  k < j, are q-states;
that is, every p-state is followed by a (possibly
in nite) sequence of q-states until there is an rstate, which cannot be closer than time l.
While temporal-logic a cionados will readily recognize the three classes of formulas we have introduced as
time-bounded versions of conventional, composite, invariance, response, and unless formulas ([MP89]), for
our purpose it suces to consider them primitive (for
a general addition of time-bounded operators to linear
temporal logic, see [AH90]).
We say that a temporal formula is S-valid i it is true
over all computations of the real-time transition system

S; for state formulas we do not distinguish between Svalidity and (general) validity (i.e., truth under every
interpretation). A proof rule is called S-sound i the
S-validity of all premises implies the S-validity of the
conclusion.
Any S-sound rule can be used for verifying properties of the system S. Consider the following boundedinvariance rule BD-INV, which allows us to conclude
the bounded-invariance formula p ) 2<l q from the
bounded-unless formula p ) q Ul r, for any state formulas p, q, and r:

BD-INV

p ) q Ul r
p ) 2<l q

It is not hard to convince ourselves that this rule is
S-sound for every real-time transition system S.

4 Veri cation
by
Bounded-operator Reasoning
We show how to prove that a given a real-time transition system S = V; ; ; T ; l; u satis es its specication. In particular, we present a deductive system
to establish the S-validity of bounded-invariance and
bounded-response properties. The proof rules fall into
three categories: the single-step rules derive real-time
properties that follow from the lower- or upper-bound
requirement for a single transition, while the transitivity, disjunction, and induction rules combine real-time
properties into more complicated ones.

4.1 Single-step rules

The single-step lower-bound rule uses the minimal delay l of a transition  2 T to infer a bounded-unless
formula:

SS-LB (1) p ! ( rst _ :enabled ())
(2) p ! '
(3) f'g T ?  f'g
(4) ' ! (q ^ r)
p ) q Ul r
By T ? we denote the set di erence T ?f g. The state
formula ' is called the invariant of the rule. We point
out that the rule SS-LB derives a temporal (boundedunless) formula from premises all of which are state
formulas.
>From the conclusion of the rule SS-LB we can infer
the bounded-invariance property
p ) 2<l q

by an application of the bounded-invariance rule BDINV, independently of the state formula r. Thus we
may choose r to be true , in which case the premise (4)
reduces to ' ! q. We shall often neglect to mention
this simple proof step explicitly.
The single-step upper-bound rule uses the maximal
delay u of a transition  2 T to infer a boundedresponse formula:

SS-UB (1) p ! (' _ q)
(2) ' ! enabled ()
(3) f'g T ?  f' _ qg
(4) f'g  fqg
p ) 3u q

TRANS-LB (1) p ) q Ul1 r
(2) r ) q Ul2 s
p ) q Ul1 +l2 s
We refer to the state formula r as the link of the rule.
The transitive upper-bound rule TRANS-UB combines two bounded-response properties:

TRANS-UB (1) p ) 3u1 r
(2) r ) 3u2 q
p ) 3u1 +u2 q
The state formula r again the link of the rule.
Both transitivity rules are easily seen to be S-sound
for every real-time transition system S.
We demonstrate the application of the transitivity
rules by examining the single-process system P with
the following transition diagram:

This rule derives a temporal bounded-response formula
from premises all of which are state formulas. The
state formula ' is called the invariant of the rule.
The proofs that the rules SS-LB and SS-UB are
S-sound are deferred to the full paper.
fx = 0g - `0 x[2;= 3]0? - `1 x[2;= 3]0? - `2
To demonstrate a typical application of the singlestep rules, consider the single-process system P with
the data precondition x = 0 and the following transi- We want to show that P terminates not before time 4
tion diagram:
and not after time 6.
First, we prove the lower bound on the termination
x
=
0?
- `1
fx = 0g - `0
of P:
[2; 3]
start ) 2<4 :at `2 :
The process P con rms that x = 0 and proceeds to the
location `1 . Because of the delay interval [2; 3] of the By the transitive lower-bound rule TRANS-LB, it
transition 0!1, the nal location `1 cannot be reached suces to show the premises
before time 2 and must be reached by time 3.
(1) start ) (:at `2 ) U2 at `0,
In the full paper we carry out a formal proof of
(2) at `0 ) (:at `2 ) U2 true .
this analysis. The bounded-invariance property that
Both premises can be established by single-step lowerP does not terminate before time 2,
bound reasoning. To show the premise (1), we apply
start ) 2<2 :at `1 ;
the rule SS-LB with respect to the transition 0!1,
using the invariant at `0 ; the premise (2) follows from
is established by an application of the single-step lower- the
SS-LB with respect to the transition 1!2 and
bound rule SS-LB with respect to the transition 0!1 the rule
invariant
at `0;1.
(let the invariant ' be at `0 ). The bounded-response
The
upper
bound on the termination of the system
property that P terminates by time 3,
P from above,
start ) 33 at `1 ;
start ) 36 at `2 ;
follows from the single-step upper-bound rule SS-UB
with respect to the transition 0!1 (use the invariant is derived by the transitive upper-bound rule
TRANS-UB. It suces to show the premises
at `0 ^ x = 0).
(1) start ) 33 (at `1 ^ x = 0),
4.2 Transitivity rules
(2) (at `1 ^ x = 0) ) 33 at `2 ,
To join a nite number of successive real-time con- both of which can be established by single-step upperstraints into a more complicated real-time property, bound reasoning (use the invariants at `0 ^ x = 0 and
we introduce the transitivity rules.
at `1 ^ x = 0, respectively).
The transitive lower-bound rule TRANS-LB comNote that for lower-bound reasoning the link at `0
bines two bounded-unless properties:
identi es the last state before the transition 0!1 is
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q 








taken, while for upper-bound reasoning the link at `1 ^
x = 0 refers to the rst state after 0!1 is taken.
So far we have examined only single-process examples. In general, several processes that communicate
through shared variables interfere with each other.
Consider the two-process system with the data precondition x = 1 and the following transition diagrams:

q
q

P1 :
fx = 1g
P2 :



-




-


- `10

x = 0?
[2; 3]

- `11

`20

x := 0
[1; 1]

`21

The rst process, P1 , is identical to a previous example;
with a minimal delay of 2 time units and a maximal
delay of 3 time units, it con rms that x = 0 and proceeds to the location `11 . However, this time the value
of x is not 0 from the very beginning, but set to 0 by
the second process, P2, only at time 1. Thus, P1 can
reach its nal location `11 no earlier than at time 3 and
no later than at time 4.
For a formal proof we need the transitivity rules.
The bounded-invariance property
start ) 2<3 :at `11

is established by an application of the transitive lowerbound rule TRANS-LB. It suces to show the
premises
(1) start ) (:at `11 ) U1 (at `10 ^ x = 1),
(2) (at `10 ^ x = 1) ) (:at `11 ) U2 true ,
both of which follow from single-step lower-bound reasoning. Similarly, the transitive upper-bound rule
TRANS-UB is used to show the bounded-response
property
start ) 34 at `11
from the link at `10 ^ x = 0.

4.3 Disjunction rules

It turns out that the simple transitivity rules are not
powerful enough to handle the nondeterminism resulting from multiple processes, which may require a case
analysis. Consider the following two-process system:

P1:
fx = 0g
P2:

q
q



-

- `10
`20

x := 1
[2; 3]



- 
 
x = 0?
[2; 3]
`21

`11

x := 0 `2
[2; 3] 2

In any analysis of this system, we have to distinguish
two cases. The rst process, P1, may reach its nal
location `11 before the second process, P2, sets the value
of x to 1, or vice versa. In the latter case, P1 has to
wait until P2 resets the value of x to 0. Consequently,
P1 may terminate as early as at time 2 and as late as
at time 9.
In a formal proof, we have to put together overlapping real-time constraints. For this purpose we introduce the disjunction rules.
The disjunctive lower-bound rule DIS-LB combines
two overlapping bounded-unless properties:
DIS-LB (1) p1 ) q Ul1 r
(2) p2 ) q Ul2 r
(p1 _ p2) ) q Umin(l1 ;l2 ) r
The disjunctive upper-bound rule DIS-UB combines
two overlapping bounded-response properties:
DIS-UB (1) p1 ) 3u1 q
(2) p2 ) 3u2 q
(p1 _ p2) ) 3max (u1 ;u2 ) q
Both disjunction rules are S-sound for every real-time
transition system S.
For an application of the disjunction rules, consider
the process P with the following transition diagram:


HHH

HHH

j
q 
 *

* `1
x=
0?
- `0 HH [2; 2]
H[1; 1]
x 6= 0?HHH
j `2

true ?

[1; 1]
[2; 2]

`3

true ?

We show that P terminates at time 3, independently
of the initial value of x.
We remark at this point that our proof system is
not strong enough to show tight bounds on nondeterministic systems. To see this, consider the following
nondeterministic variant P 0 of the process P:


HH

HHH 
q 
 *Hj

* `1
true ?
- `0 HH[2; 2]
H[1; 1]
true ?HHH
j `2

true ?

[1; 1]
[2; 2]

`3

true ?

During an execution of P 0, one (if any) of the two transitions 0!1 and 0!2 is chosen nondeterministically
(in general, a vertex of a transition diagram is nondeterministic i any two guards that are associated with
outgoing edges are not disjoint).

4.4 Induction rules

To prove lower and upper bounds on the execution
time of program loops, we need to combine a statedependent number of bounded-invariance or boundedresponse properties. For this purpose we introduce two
induction rules.
The inductive lower-bound rule IND-LB establishes
a bounded-unless formula. Assume that the variable
i 2 V ranges over the natural numbers N; for any n 2
N:

IND-GUB (1) p ! '(n)
(2) ('(i) ^ i > 0) ) 3ui '(i ? 1)
(3) '(0) ! q
p ) 30<in ui q
This general rule is still S-sound for every real-time
transition system S.
The general inductive upper-bound rule is needed
to prove upper bounds for programs with loops whose
execution time is state-dependent. Consider the following process P:

'
q&


 $


%



IND-LB (1) p ! '(n)
`1
(2) ('(i) ^ i > 0) ) q Ul '(i ? 1)
(3) '(0) ! r
6
p ) q Unl r
odd (x)? ! x := x ? 1 1
0 x 6= 0? 2 even (x)? ! x := x ? 1
x = 0? - `2
- `0 
By '(i ? 1) we denote the state formula that results fx = 5g
0
from the inductive invariant '(i) by replacing all occurrences of the variable i with the expression i ? 1;
the formulas '(n) and '(0) are obtained analogously.
The inductive upper-bound rule IND-UB uses again 5 Veri cation by Explicit-clock
a variable i 2 V that ranges over the natural numbers
Reasoning
N. For any n 2 N:
IND-UB (1) p ! '(n)
(2) ('(i) ^ i > 0) ) 3u '(i ? 1)
(3) '(0) ! q
p ) 3nu q
In the full paper, we show both induction rules to be
S-sound for every real-time transition system S, and
demonstrate their application on the following singleprocess system P:

'
 $
- % -
q&
 
`1

x := x ? 1 [2; 3]

fx = 5g

[0; 0] x 6= 0?
x = 0?
`0
[0; 0]

`2

The process P decrements the value of x until it is 0,
at which point P proceeds to the location `2 . Since x
starts out with the value 5, and each decrement operation takes at least 2 and at most 3 time units, while the
tests are instantaneous, the nal location `2 is reached
not before time 10 and not after time 15. This is proved
in the full paper.
The induction rules can be generalized, by letting the
bounds l and u vary as functions of i. We state only
the general inductive upper-bound rule, IND-GUB.
For any n 2 N:

We point out that none of our state formulas is able
to refer to the value of the time, and the only realtime references that are admitted in temporal formulas
are bounded temporal operators. In this section, we
investigate the consequences of extending the notion of
state, by adding a variable t that represents, in every
state, the current time.
This extension is interesting, because once we are
given explicit access to the global clock through a clock
variable t, both bounded-invariance and boundedresponse properties can alternatively be formulated as
(unbounded) unless properties and, consequently, veri ed by conventional (timeless) techniques for establishing safety properties.

5.1 Extended real-time transition systems

Given
a
real-time transition system S = V; ; ; T ; l; u , we
introduce the following new variables:
 The clock variable t ranges over the natural numbers N; it records, in every state i of a computation  = (; T), the corresponding time Ti .
 The delay counters  ,  2 T ? fI g, range over
N1 ; they record, in every state of a computation,
for how many clock ticks the transition  has been
(continuously) enabled.

The extension S  = V  ;  ; ; T  ; l ; u of S is
de ned to be the following real-time transition system:
 V  = V [ ftg [ f :  2 T g.
  contains all interpretations of V  .
  contains all extensions  of interpretations
 2  such that, for all  2 T ,
 (t) = 0 and
 ( ) = 0.
 T  contains, for every  2 T , a transition   such
that (1 ; 2 ) 2   i , for all  0 2 T ,
(1 ; 2) 2 ,
1 ( )  l ,
2 (t) = 1 
(t),

 0 is enabled on 2
2 ( 0 ) = 01 ( 0 ) ifotherwise.

occurrence of another event. They are expressed by
temporal formulas of the form
p ) q U r;
for state formulas p; q, and r. The formula p ) q U r
is true over the timed state sequence  = (; T) i , for
all i  0,
if i is a p-state,
then either all subsequent j , j  i, are qstates,
or there is some r-state j , j  i, such that all
intermediate k , i  k < j, are q-states;
that is, every p-state is followed by a (possibly in nite)
sequence of q-states until there is an r-state.
In particular, the bounded-invariance property
p ) 2<l q
is S  -equivalent to the unbounded unless property
Note that the second clause, 1 ( )  l , enforces
p ^ (t = T) ) q U (t  T + l);
all lower bounds.
(i.e., both formulas are true over the same computaIn addition, T  contains the tick transition T
tions of S  ), and the bounded-response property
such that (1 ; 2 ) 2 T i , for all  0 2 T ,
p ) 3u q
1 = 2,
is S  -equivalent to the unless property
2 (t) = 1 
(t) + 1,
0

 is enabled on 1
2 ( 0 ) = 01 ( 0 ) + 1 ifotherwise,
p ^ (t = T) ) (t  T + u) U q
if q is a state formula over V . Both unless formulas
2 ( 0 )  u 0 .
make use of the rigid (static) variable T (i.e., T =
The last clause enforces all nite upper bounds.
T 0 ) to record the time of the p-state. Note that the
latter equivalence is based on the fact that the time is
 l = 0.
guaranteed to reach and surpass T + u, for any value
 u = 1. These weak-fairness conditions enforce of T.
This observation lead to an alternative and quite difall in nite upper bounds.
ferent approach to the veri cation of real-time properThe real-time transition system S and its extension ties: to prove the S-validity of a real-time property 
S  are, in the full paper, shown to be equivalent in the (over V ), we establish instead the S  -validity of an S  following sense: for every computation  = (; T) of equivalent unless property  (over V  ). This can be
S, there is a computation  = ( ; T) of S  such that done by applying the timeless unless rule ([MP89]):
every state i , i  0, is an extension of i to V  ; and
UNLESS (1) p ! (' _ r)
for every computation ( ; T) of S  , the timed state
(2) f'g T  f' _ rg
sequence (; T) is a computation of S if every state i,

(3) ' ! q
i  0, is the restriction of i to V .
p ) qUr
Thus, to show a temporal formula  (over V ) to be
S-valid, it suces to show the S  -validity of .
We emphasize that all premises are state formulas; the
state formula ' is called the intermediate assertion of
5.2 Proof rule
the rule.
To demonstrate this kind of \explicit-clock" real

We show that any temporal formula over V is S time
reasoning, consider again the single-process sysequivalent to an (unbounded) unless formula.
tem
P
with the data precondition x = 0 and the folUnless properties assert that something will hold
lowing
transition
diagram:
continuously either forever, or until terminated by the

fx = 0g


q -
 
`0

x = 0?
[2; 3]

`1

Both the lower and the upper bound on the termination of P,
start ) (:at `1) U (t  2)
and
start ) (t  3) U at`1 ;
respectively, can be derived by the unless rule UNLESS. To establish the lower bound, we use the intermediate assertion
at `0 ^ (0  t  2) ^ (t = 0!1 );
which has to be strengthened by x = 0 to imply the
upper bound.
While the \hidden-clock" veri cation style presented
in the previous section refers to time only through
time-bounded temporal operators, explicit-clock reasoning uses ordinary, timeless, temporal operators and
refers to the time in state formulas. Both styles trade
o the complexity of the temporal proof structure
against the complexity of the state invariants: the
hidden-clock approach relies on complex proof structures similar to the proof lattices used to establish ordinary (timeless) liveness properties ([OL82], [MP89]),
and uses relatively simple invariants; the explicit-clock
method employs only the simple unless rule | a (timeless) safety rule |, but requires powerful intermediate
assertions.

In other words, we assume that assignments cost at
least 1 and at most 10 time units, while tests are free.
In this example, the rst process, P1 , consumes the
maximal amount of time if its rst loop, in which the
value of y is incremented, is executed as often (fast)
as possible | 11 times. In this worst (slowest) case,
P1 terminates by time 130. Consequently, the proof of
timely termination relies on an interplay of lower- and
upper-bound rules; it is given in the full paper.
It follows that, for completeness purposes, the lowerbound rules cannot be considered independently of the
upper-bound rules. In the full paper, we show that
the combined set of rules is sucient to establish both
bounded-invariance and bounded-response properties
(relative to state reasoning). The proof proceeds similarly to completeness arguments in the untimed case
([MP89b]); it assumes a state language that is strong
enough to assert that one state is (not) reachable from
another state within a certain amount of time.
Acknowledgements. We thank Rajeev Alur for
many helpful discussions.

6 Completeness

The unless rule is known to be complete, relative
to state reasoning, for establishing unless properties
([MP89b]). It follows immediately that explicit-clock
reasoning is relative complete for showing boundedinvariance as well as bounded-response properties.
As for bounded-operator reasoning, we rst observe
that both the lower- and upper-bound rules may be necessary for proving a bounded-invariance (or boundedresponse) property. This is demonstrated by the following example:
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 $
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-
q -


`11

1

`3
y := y ? 1
y := y + 1 [1; 10] [0; 0] x 6= 0?
[1; 10] [0; 0] y 6= 0?
x = 0?
y = 0?
P1 :
`10
`12
[0; 0]
[0; 0]
fx = 1; y = 0g
x := 0
P2 :
`20
[1; 10]

`14

`21
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